How to purchase a Jiu-Jitsu uniform
Congratulations on starting your journey into the wonderful world of Jiu-Jitsu! Once
you’ve enrolled in classes you’ll need to purchase a uniform to practice in. Your gi is a
great way to express your personality and a smart investment in your training. Check
out these simple steps to get you into your perfect fit and on the mats!

Strong material,
possibly weaved.
Built for durability
and to last for
many years.
Thick lapel
made for
gripping and
applying
collar chokes
Sleeves end at the wrist.
Pants are to the ankle.
Both are double stitched
to prevent fraying or
tearing from being
gripped.
Knees are
reinforced,
specifically for
ground work

Common Vocabulary:
BJJ - Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Gi (pronounced gh-ee) / kimono - uniform consisting of jacket, pants and belt to show rank
Grappling / Rolling / Sparring - Live practice with a resisting opponent
No Gi - submission grappling without a uniform. There is no rank given and classes taken are
not applied to progression. Generally a rash guard and athletic leggings / shorts.

Steps to purchase a uniform online:
You can go online to Google and try to sift through hundreds of websites with Jiu-Jitsu
uniforms. It may be overwhelming so unless you have a specific look/brand it might be
easier to try Amazon.
A black tip signifies training
in the art of Jiu-Jitsu
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Go to Amazon
Type in ‘bjj gi’ in the search bar
Look at the size chart
Companies may oﬀer diﬀerent size choices specifically designed/cut for females
and males.
Pick the color you like *we are fine with any color. FLO Life does not require
students to purchase a uniform from us!
Make sure the uniform comes with a white belt (you may need to order separately).
Each student starts with a white belt, they are not given. Make sure you have a JiuJitsu white belt with the black tip. FLO Life provides all colored belts and we do
not charge for promotions to your next belt rank!
It is always better to get one size larger than a size too small. If the uniform is larger
than you’d like, wash in warm water then using the dryer will generally shrink it to
the desired size.
A uniform is meant to last. Buy with confidence knowing that you should get
hundreds or even thousands of uses out of a single purchase. For an upscale line
we highly recommend Origin Maine products. They are handcrafted in the USA,
impeccable quality and worth every cent! You can visit www.OriginMaine.com

Origin is the exclusive provider
of gear for BJJ After 40 founder
Mike ‘Spider Ninja’ Bidwell

Different Brands sold on Amazon:
Elite , Fuji , Hypnotik , Sanabul , Vector
Prices and quality will vary. You can select an average customer rating of 4 stars or
above or read the reviews to ensure you’re making a worthwhile purchase.

Amazon has reviews for
each product you sell with
the ability to ask any
questions

How to care for your uniform:
*Wash your uniform after every wear (Please be mindful of using toxic detergents or
harsh smelling fabric softeners).
**This does not include the belt. You may add the belt to the wash at anytime. If
progression stripes (given in class) fall oﬀ we’ll replace them :)
*Washing in hot water may shrink the uniform
*Do not use bleach
*Dryer may cause shrinkage to the uniform, we recommend air drying. This will take
time so plan ahead!
*You may add patches to the uniform

Opt for a natural
bleach alternative or
stain remover.

What to Wear Under your Uniform:
*DO NOT WEAR zippers, collars, buttons, jeans, fleece lined, restrictive compression
clothing or anything that could puncture the mats or skin
Wear athletic gear that will keep you cool while sweating. Cotton t-shirts get heavy and
stretched out after multiple wears whereas a rash guard will retain the original shape.
Rashguard - an athletic shirt made of spandex and nylon or polyester. The name rash
guard reflects the fact that the shirt protects the wearer against rashes caused by
abrasion.
Athletic Bottom - we recommend shorts or form fitting legging/tight that will move
with you.
Rash guard is made
from a comfortable
swimsuit like material

Not baggy, workout wear
without large pockets

Proper Hygiene (Your Body is part of the uniform)
At FLO Life we make sanitization a top priority! Everyday our school is cleaned with
hospital grade, non toxic products. Please join us in keeping a sterile environment by
taking responsibility to maintain your personal hygiene.
*There are mints in the student lounge dressing area or you can bring your own
toiletries to brush your teeth before taking class.
*Keep nails clean and trimmed. This includes hands and feet!
*Hair must be pulled back oﬀ the neck and out of the face. We have rubber bands in
the student lounge dressing area.
*Wipe feet before stepping on the mats and after using the bathroom (we oﬀer wipes
and you can use the shower to wash feet oﬀ if one wipe will not do the trick).
Keep it fresh for your
training partners since
you’ll be in close contact

Finger and toe nails need to be
kept short enough to not
scratch anyone

The bottom of feet and inbetween each toe needs to be
cleaned

A word of Advice:
*Bring a Water Bottle every time to class!
*if you’re a sweater you can bring/keep a towel with you
*Have a separate bag, preferably washable, to put a sweaty uniform in

Choose a
glass or
BPA free
water bottle

